Many optimization problems admit a number of local optima, among which there is the global optimum. For these problems, various heuristic optimization methods have been proposed. Comparing the results of these solvers requires the definition of suitable metrics. In the electrical energy systems literature, simple metrics such as best value obtained, the mean value, the median or the standard deviation of the solutions are still used. However, the comparisons carried out with these metrics are rather weak, and on these bases a somehow uncontrolled proliferation of heuristic solvers is taking place. This paper addresses the overall issue of understanding the reasons of this proliferation, showing that the assessment of the best solver can be cast into a perpetual motion scheme. Moreover, this paper shows how the use of more refined metrics defined to compare the optimization result, associated with the definition of appropriate benchmarks, may make the comparisons among the solvers more robust.
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Introduction
For many optimization problems, the solution space is composed of a number of local optima, among which there is the global optimum. Depending on the size of the system under analysis, the global optimum can be calculated (e.g., through exhaustive search over all the feasible solutions, or with a search over a limited number of solutions with the certainty that the non-searched solutions cannot provide better results). Otherwise, it is practically impossible to guarantee that it has been reached. In the latter case, the optimization method in many cases is derived from a metaheuristic framework based on the generation of solutions depending on random number extractions, and just provides pseudooptimal or best-so-far solutions.
In general, during the execution of the optimization procedure, a heuristic method is run several times. A number of pseudo-optimal solutions can be obtained in different ways:
 by running a given method with different parameters, also with the aim of performing sensitivity analysis to determine the best values of the parameters;
 by running different methods (or variants of the same method), each one with a given set of parameters;
 for methods whose outcomes depend on random number extractions, different solutions are also found by using the same parameters and changing just the seed for random numbers extraction.
In the sequel, the term solver is generally used to represent the execution of an optimization method or variant with a specific structure and set of parameters.
For a given optimization problem, the determination of the best solver 1 is one of the topics widely addressed in the literature. For this purpose, suitable metrics are needed in order to carry out effective comparisons among the methods or variants.
The Evolutionary Computation community is addressing the comparison among different solvers in a wide way, by considering a predefined set of problems to which the solvers are applied, and defining dedicated metrics. For example, the performance ratio is defined by dividing the computation time of the solver by the minimum computation time obtained from all the solvers. Then, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the performance ratio is called performance profile of the solver [1] .
When the optimization problem has a particularly high computational burden, the data profile [2] is constructed by using as ingredients the computation time, the number of function evaluations, and a user-defined target on the value of the objective function. In these approaches, one of the main limitations is the selection of the set of problems to analyze, for which there is no general criterion defined yet.
Other types of comparisons are carried out on the outcomes of two algorithms run on the same problem. These include non-parametric statistical hypothesis tests (e.g., the unpaired Wilcoxon ranksum test), calculating the confidence interval around the mean (or the median) of the solutions [3] .
However, focusing on the intervals around the mean or median may be limitative, as the details on the specific location of the solutions are not included.
In the electrical energy systems domain, simple indicators such as the best and worst solutions obtained, as well as the mean value, standard deviation and median of the solutions, are still used in a number of contributions published in scientific journals. However, none of these simple metrics is able to really provide significant outcomes. In fact:
 The best (globally optimal) solution could be obtained by chance at any time from any solver, regardless of the overall set of solutions reached; the best solution could be even found (without being aware of it) in one of the solutions indicated by the operator to form the initial population used by the heuristic method, namely, before running the procedure. In this case, running the 1 The inappropriateness of the concept "determining the best solver" is discussed in Section 2. procedure would provide the best result. However, would anybody conclude that the heuristic is perfect, or it was just a lucky initialization?
 The mean value of the solutions could be the same for solvers providing very different solutions (among which some solutions could be close to the global optimum), or for solvers leading to concentrating most solutions around the mean value (in this case the best solution could be far from the global optimum). In this case, how to decide which solver is better?
 Using the standard deviation in addition to the mean value seems to improve the situation, but still with insufficient indications on the statistical distribution of the solutions.
In order to obtain more robust statistical information on the quality of the solutions, it would be possible to get information from calculating further probabilistic moments (e.g., skewness, kurtosis, etc.). However, the interpretation of the contribution of these probabilistic moments to establishing whether the results obtained from one solver are better with respect to the results obtained from another solver is not straightforward.
In practice, the mean and median values are still used to rank the algorithms also in International competitions based on heuristic optimizations. For example, in the series of conferences on Evolutionary Computation (CEC), the criteria to rank the algorithms for constrained real parameter optimizations executed on one problem with multiple runs (with a predefined number of runs) are based on the mean and median values [4] . In particular, the procedure for ranking the algorithms based on the mean values includes a first ranking based on the feasibility rate (to exclude algorithms that provide unfeasible solutions), a second ranking based on the mean violation amounts (to ensure that the solutions obtained do not violate the constraints), and a third ranking based on the mean value of the objective function. Likewise, the procedure for ranking the algorithms based on the median solutions ranks the feasible solutions based on the value of the objective function, and the unfeasible solutions based on the amount of constraint violation. The two rankings are then summed up to provide the overall ranking for the problem considered. Since the competition is based on multiple problems, the rankings obtained from each problem are then summed up to obtain the final ranking.
Specific competitions on heuristic optimization have been launched also in the power and energy systems area. For example, in the 2017 IEEE competition on modern heuristic optimizers for smart grid operation [5] , two testbeds were constructed (specific comments are reported in the next section). Each testbed had to be run for a given number of scenarios. Each scenario required the execution of a given number NMC of Monte Carlo assessments of the objective function, resulting in NMC best solutions.
Then, each scenario was characterized by a score, calculated as the mean value of the corresponding NMC best solutions. The total score was determined by the sum of the scores obtained for each scenario.
Again, the best solution and the mean values were used to establish the scores. This paper introduces a different rationale, with the aim of constructing performance indicators simple to be calculated and interpreted, and statistically more effective than the best value or the first probabilistic moments to represent the nature of the solutions.
The main contributions of this paper are: a) An overview on some problems in the power and energy systems area that are addressed with heuristics methods, to show that several papers have used different heuristic methods, variants and hybrid versions to solve these problems, in most cases with the focus on testing a new method, without providing advances or insights on the problem itself. b) A wide discussion on the reasons why the comparison of the performance of different optimization algorithms carried out with simple metrics may lead to an undue and somehow uncontrolled proliferation of heuristic solvers. A perpetual motion scheme is introduced to represent the unsolvable nature of the problem of limiting the introduction of "new best solvers".
c) The formulation of more refined metrics defined to compare the optimization results in a statistically significant way for problems in which finding the global optimum cannot be guaranteed (extending the previous findings of the authors presented in [6] ) and, as a new addition to the same framework, for problems with computable global optimum.
In particular, more refined metrics are defined to compare the optimization result in two specific cases:
 Case G (Global) -It is possible to calculate the globally optimal solution, for example by running exhaustive search over all the solutions of the problem. In this case, conceptually there would be no need for running other optimization methods or meta-heuristics. However, if the globally optimal solution can be found only with very long computation time, much faster alternative optimization solvers could be available. In this case, it may be useful to assess the performance of the alternative solvers in specific situations, in order to avoid running exhaustive search each time the solution has to be calculated for a similar problem (e.g., when the parameters of the system under analysis change). In addition, testing some solvers on test systems for which the globally optimal solution has been already found may be useful for a preliminary assessment of these solvers before applying them to large-scale problems. This is for example the case of using predefined benchmark functions to test the solvers [4] [7] . However, it has to be noted that the classical benchmark functions are rather different with respect to the problems addressed in practical applications on electrical systems. In fact, the electrical networks introduce challenging aspects, such as discrete problem formulations, and especially the presence of constraints difficult to handle (e.g., the equality constraints given by active and reactive power flow balances, and the constraint of maintaining a radial network structure [8] [9] ).
 Case R (Relative) -The number of feasible solutions is so large that the global optimum cannot be found in a reasonable computation time. In this case, the pseudo-optimal solution can be identified only in a relative way as the best solution found so far. This situation is frequently found in many problems, typically because of the combinatorial explosion of the number of possible solutions for large-scale systems.
The metrics introduced in this paper are based on the calculation of a number of solutions from different solvers, on the construction of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of these solutions, and on the definition of specific indicators, having an intuitive geometric meaning. These indicators are based on the CDF of the solution obtained from each solver and on a reference CDF constructed by considering the global optimum for Case G or a selected set of solutions for Case R.
The next sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some typical problems referring to power and energy systems that are addressed by using heuristic methods, and provides specific comments on the variety of methods adopted. Section 3 discusses the issue of finding out the best solver, casting the problem into a perpetual motion scheme. Section 4 illustrates the use of more refined performance metrics based on first-order stochastic dominance concepts. Section 5 introduces, without loss of generality, the specific problem (distribution system optimal reconfiguration) addressed in the illustrative examples. Section 6 shows the results of specific distribution network optimal reconfigurations run as case study applications. The last section contains the concluding remarks.
Typical power and energy problems solved with heuristic methods
Various problems in the power and energy systems area have been typically solved in the last decades by using traditional optimization methods (e.g., gradient-based approaches, linear and nonlinear programming, quadratic programming, dynamic programming, branch and bound, Newton-based methods, Lagrangian relaxation, and interior point methods). The traditional methods have been used very efficiently to obtain a rapid convergence to the optimum in case of optimization problems whose objective functions are defined in a polynomial way and the variables are defined in a convex domain.
An example of this kind of problems is the basic economic dispatch, in which the objective function is the total cost composed of quadratic individual cost functions for the generation units. However, if specific aspects (such as valve-point effects and prohibited zones) are considered and the number of decision variables increases, the traditional methods suffer from the dimensionality problem and can fail the search of the optimum.
With respect to the basic formulation, different aspects can make the formulation of optimization problems addressing real-world problems more complex. For example:  problems in which it is not possible to compute derivatives that could be sent to algorithms that use this type of information;
 discrete combinatorial problems, affected by the curse of dimensionality when applied to largescale systems.
For problems in which the traditional methods exhibit difficult convergence or require very long computation times, the application of heuristic methods has provided a viable alternative. Sometimes, heuristic methods could lead to results that were not previously found because the exploration of the domain of definition of the variables was inherently limited by the characteristics of the solver. The heuristics have been also used to solve problems that had no known solution, providing satisfactory (even though non-optimal) solutions.
There are some favorable aspects of the use of heuristic methods, for example:
 the heuristics are generally simple to implement in their solution schemes, even though in some cases a careful implementation of the solution strategy is needed to guarantee the effective incorporation of the equality and inequality constraints (as a matter of example, the radiality of the distribution system should be correctly implemented for avoiding the creation of a huge number of unfeasible solutions) [8] ;
 the heuristics contain in their underlying principles some specialized operators (some examples are parallelism, elitism, selection with probability-based acceptance, topology, memory, immunity, and self-adaptation [10] ) that could be particularly useful to enable wider exploration of the space of the solutions;
 the heuristics can be hybridized to benefit from the different characteristics of two or more methods, for example adding an effective local search strategy to a method that is based on exploring a wide range of solutions, or using an internal optimization to find the most suitable parameters to be used by the solver. A successful example is the Evolutionary Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO) [11] , which uses an evolutionary model together with a particle movement operator to formulate a self-adaptive algorithm.
Various applications of heuristic methods to electrical power and energy systems have been reviewed in [12] . A selected set of illustrative applications is considered in this paper, in order to show the diffusion of the application of the heuristic methods to these problems, also in recent years:
 Distribution system reconfiguration (DSR): selection of the open/closed condition of the distribution network branches (or of the switches at the terminals of the branches) in order to optimize a predefined objective (or multi-objective function). DSR is a combinatorial optimization problem that uses non-linear mathematical models. Specific constraints are given by the network connectivity, the need of considering only radial configurations, and the technical limits on the node voltages, branch currents, and others [10] . More details are indicated in Section 5.2, as the DSR problem has been chosen to show the application examples in this paper.
 Economic dispatch (ED): calculation of the electrical power outputs of the generation units in the power system in order to obtain the minimum total operating cost, subject to a set of constraints. The equality constraints are given by the power balance equations. The minimum and maximum power, prohibited operating zones, multiple fuel options, and transmission limits are typically found as inequality constraints. In addition, depending on the type of generation unit (hydro or thermal) there are other constraints such as the valve-point effect, ramp rates, discharge limits, reservoir volume limits, and water dynamic balance equation with transport delay time. The main points for the use of heuristic methods rather than traditional methods are the large number of decision variables involved, difficulties in handling non-linear characteristics, non-smooth cost functions, presence of several local minima, non-convexity or non-connection of the domain of definition of the decision variables, and long computation times requested. Further accuracy issues are indicated in [13] .
Moreover, in some cases multi-objective functions are considered, especially when there are objectives with different nature (e.g., emission, cost and so on) and these objectives are not incorporated into a single (weighted) objective function.
 Load forecasting (LF): forecast of the demand at different time scales (short-term, medium-term, and long-term) and at different levels of aggregation (individual or aggregate loads). The demand is related to a number of exogenous factors (e.g., temperature, humidity, economic and social aspects) in a complex and non-linear way, and other random components do appear as "noise". For this reason, conventional techniques such as linear correlation models for time series analysis and regression models could be poorly accurate. The heuristic methods are seen as alternatives to artificial neural networks and other machine learning approaches.
 Maintenance scheduling (MS): definition of the sequence in time to perform maintenance of the generation units in order to optimize a given objective function under the system operational constraints. This problem is non-linear and stochastic, and may have a number of conflicting objectives. MS is closely linked to reliability aspects and costs, and these objectives can be handled within a risk analysis framework. The constraints are manifold, and include technical aspects (e.g., load demand, system reserve requirements, availability of equipment, and duration of the maintenance period), personnel-related constraints (e.g., availability of maintenance teams) and economic aspects (budget constraints).
 Optimal power flow (OPF): determination of the operating point at steady state to minimize a predefined objective (or multi-objective) function (e.g., considering costs, emissions, system losses, and reactive power support) under a wide set of network constraints. The OPF is a non-linear optimization problem. Classical optimization methods are highly sensitive to the initial conditions and frequently converge to local solutions or even diverge.
 Power system planning (PSP): the related problems include operational planning (i.e., changes occurring in the system at constant load, such as increasing the level of system automation, replacement of network components, or reactive power planning) and expansion planning of network and generation (considering scenarios of demand growth, also taking into account the evolution of distributed generation and storage). The objective function for planning is typically economic and is composed of discounted investment costs, operation and maintenance costs, reliability costs, and salvage value. The constraints are numerous and may involve technical, economic, environmental and social aspects. Planning problems are by nature large-scale, non-linear combinatorial problems, with integer and real variables. The number of solutions to be evaluated could grow exponentially with the system size, and there is typically a large number of local optima.
Among the contents presented in [12] in 2008, the heuristic methods surveyed in [14] include evolutionary algorithms (e.g., genetic algorithms, evolution strategies, evolutionary programming, and genetic programming), simulated annealing, tabu search (which is not a probability-based method), and particle swarm optimization. However, a number of other heuristic techniques have been introduced in the last decade.
A text search has been carried out in the Science Direct database, considering the set of problems indicated above and different heuristic methods. Table 1 shows the number of articles in which each specific heuristic has been mentioned or applied (in its original version or in a variant), or has been used as a benchmark to compare the results obtained by the proposed solver. The cases in which the heuristic appears for at least ten times for a given problem are listed in the table. Other heuristics appearing less than ten times are not considered. A basic reference is included for each heuristic method.
From Table 1 it appears clearly that some classical heuristics are widely considered, but also many heuristics appeared recently have been applied to the various problems. Overall, hundreds of articles are available in the literature to deal with or solve the set of problems indicated. For this reason, a comprehensive review of the contents of these contributions is outside the scope of this paper.
However, in most cases these articles do not provide any advance or insight on the specific problem, but merely aim at testing a "new" heuristic, or a variant of an existing heuristic, or a hybridization of different methods (e.g., different heuristics, or heuristics and conventional algorithms, in the latter case typically resorting to the capabilities of the conventional algorithms to perform a deterministic local search). In the most significant cases, some parts of the methods are customized in order to deal with specific aspects of the problem under analysis (e.g., the treatment of the radial network constraint in the DSR problem). This customization can be seen as a methodological insight. Nevertheless, there is no certainty that the changes introduced lead systematically to better results with respect to other variants proposed. This lack of certainty gives room to the proliferation of new methods, variants and hybridizations.
Another reason why the number of contributions on testing heuristics in the power and energy systems area is so high is the lack of widely accepted benchmarks defined for the specific problems.
This situation is different with respect to the evolutionary computation community area, where specific benchmark functions are used to test the algorithms. However, the properties of these benchmark functions are typically different with respect to the properties of the objective functions and constraints encountered in the problems referring to power and energy systems. In particular, the major challenges appearing in the power and energy systems area are due to the need for handling the non-linear equality constraints that describe the power balances in large-scale applications, the topological constraints of the electrical networks, and the non-connected domain of definition of the decision variables.
On the basis of the above considerations, the next section presents a consistent scheme to explain the main reasons why there are so many heuristics proposed to solve the optimization problems, claiming each time that the solver tested is better than the existing ones.
Best Solver or Best Solution? A Perpetual Motion Scheme and the Emergence of a Paradox
Let us consider an optimization problem admitting several local optima, among which the global optimum cannot be practically identified in a reasonable computation time. This kind of problem is conceptually suitable for testing new solvers. Let us start from the best solution found so far, and construct a framework to represent the overall activity carried out by testing different solvers. are determined. On the basis of this scheme, the number of scientific publications appearing on the same subject by changing the solver is continuously increasing. Once a new best solver has been identified, the process continues by testing new solvers. Due to the intractable number of possible solutions and of the uncertainty given by the random search embedded in the solvers, it is possible to find out another solver providing better results according with the metric established for comparison. Of course, if the metric is weak, better solutions may be found more easily, as it will be remarked below.
An interesting question may be: is this growth in the number of publications continuously claiming to have found the best solver conceptually sound? The notes provided in this section aim at showing that in various cases the reasons indicated by the authors to declare their solver as the best one are somehow questionable. scheme. From successive testing on the same problem and different system or method parameters, the following propositions could hold (where better means strictly better, that is, the equality case is not considered):
Solver D is better than Solvers {A, B, C} Solver E is better than Solvers {B, D, F} Solver G is better than Solvers {A, E, D} Solver F is better than Solvers {A, D, G} By rewriting some parts of the last proposition, it is possible to recognize the following chain:
Solver F is better than Solver G  Solver G is better than Solver E  Solver E is better than Solver F
A consequence of this chain of propositions is the absurd proposition
Solver F is better than Solver F, in which Solver F is qualified as strictly better than itself. The latter proposition is clearly a true paradox. However, situations like this one are possible in practical applications in which a new solver is tested on a given problem against a number of other solvers that provide worse performance in the executions carried out with the set of parameters adopted. The main problem of this approach is that it is only driven by the objective of obtaining better results, without trying to understand why the solver is performing better than others. This approach is making the meta-heuristics field vulnerable, as the undue and somehow uncontrolled proliferation of heuristic solvers makes it difficult to recognize the true innovation occurring in the field [50] .
In the framework of analysis indicated in Fig. 1 for Case R optimization problems with no known global optimum applied to large-scale systems, the crucial point is: if the solutions found on a specific problem by using one solver are better than with another solver, this does not mean that the solver is better. In other terms, "the solver is better" is a global property that cannot be demonstrated in a complete way. Thereby, the conclusions in many contributions that claim to have found the "best method" by comparing sets of solutions obtained from different methods should be at least restated to indicate that the method tested has provided better solutions for the specific problem and case study application, with the specific initialization and in terms of the indicator used to assess the solutions. Of course, in this case the strength of the scientific contribution would sound poorer, almost vanishing.
Nevertheless, in the absence of a global optimum there is no way to break the perpetual motion scheme in a scientifically rigorous way. What can be done in this respect is to improve the mechanism of comparison among different solvers, in order to require more significant information to declare that the solutions obtained from a solver are better than the solutions given by other solvers. In this case, the core of the problem is to reinforce the meaning of the test block "better solution?" appearing in Fig. 1 .
This can be done by resorting to more refined metrics for ranking the solvers on the basis of a statistically significant set of solutions.
A dedicated metric has been introduced by [51] , using two criteria to evaluate an algorithm, namely, the number of objective function calculations occurred before satisfying the stop criterion, and the value of the best objective function found by the optimization algorithm. These criteria are used in a Paretodominance analysis, concluding that the best algorithms are the ones producing non-dominated solutions in the plane defined by the number of objective function calculations and by the objective function value itself. An approximation to the first-order stochastic dominance concept [52] has been used in [51] to rank the solvers in each evaluation criterion. Further studies in [53] considered also oneway ANOVA for ranking each evaluation criterion.
In the following section, the stochastic dominance concepts are exploited to formulate intuitively meaningful indicators to create stronger comparisons among the optimization solutions. The testing of these indicators is then carried out on a problem referring to electrical distribution networks, whose characteristics are more elaborated than the classical benchmark functions.
Refined Metrics and Indicators to Assess the Results of Optimization Methods

Optimization formulation and deterministic dominance
The general framework for optimization is set up by considering the minimization case (without loss of generality) for a system with a given vector of parameters p, a given vector of decision variables d, and a scalar objective function y. In mathematical terms: 
However, in practical applications, situations leading to deterministic dominance rarely occur. A more complete characterization of the dominance concept is provided in the literature by resorting to the stochastic dominance concepts illustrated in the next section.
Stochastic dominance
The stochastic dominance concepts introduced in [52] are revisited in the light of their application to the solutions of an optimization problem obtained from different solvers, extending the approach recently introduced by the authors in [6] . This section summarizes the basic stochastic dominance concepts.
To compare two of more solvers, let us consider the same number H of solutions taken for each solver. Checking the stochastic dominance requires constructing the Cumulative Distribution Function 
In graphical terms (Fig. 4a ), the condition (3) means that no entry of the CDF referring to the solutions of solver B has to lie on the left-hand side of the CDF referring to the solutions of solver A.
The strict inequality is required to exclude that all the entries in the two CDFs are identical. 
In graphical terms ( Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c ), the second-order stochastic dominance condition is based on an integral quantity, and as such it cannot be excluded that one or more entries of the CDF referring to the solutions of solver B are located on the left-hand side of the CDF referring to the solutions of solver A (as in Fig. 4b ). The case of Fig. 4b satisfies the second-order stochastic dominance conditions (as the area in Fig. 4c is always positive). However, it does not satisfy the first order stochastic dominance (as there are intersections between the CDFs).
On the basis of their definitions, the first-order stochastic dominance condition is sufficient to ensure second-order stochastic dominance. However, the reverse case does not hold, because in the secondorder stochastic dominance, based on an integral condition, the CDFs of the solutions under analysis could cross with each other, thus not respecting the first-order stochastic dominance condition. For the same reason, higher-order stochastic dominance is not considered. Thereby, the first-order stochastic dominance is considered here as the relevant metric to be exploited for constructing suitable indicators to compare the solutions obtained from different solvers. The definition of these indicators is addressed in the next sections.
Determination of the reference CDF
The first aspect to develop performance indicators that can be used for appropriately comparing the outcomes of two (or more) optimization solvers is the definition of a reference CDF. This reference CDF should satisfy the following property: none of the CDFs originated from solutions of the solvers under comparison has to pass on the left-hand side of the reference CDF. Partial or total superposition of the CDFs under test with the reference CDF is allowed. This property can be seen as the declaration that the reference CDF exhibits first-order stochastic dominance with respect to all the CDFs under test, with the addition of the possibility that the reference CDF is exactly equal with one of the CDFs (not included in the first-order stochastic dominance conditions).
This reference CDF is constructed in a different way in the following two cases:
 Case G: when it is possible to construct the whole set of solutions and calculate the global optimum, the reference CDF is equal to zero until the global optimum is reached, then it jumps to unity (Fig.   5 ). This behavior takes into account the fact that the best case for the solutions obtained from a solver would be to reproduce the global optimum in all its executions. The reference CDF for this case is denoted as , to identify the use of the global optimum.
 Case R: when the set of solutions is too large to be evaluated, the procedure introduced in [6] is used.
The reference CDF is constructed by calculating the objective function during the execution of the optimization with each solver (by using the penalized objective function in order to take into account possible constraint violations, as indicated in Section 4.2). Then, a predefined number H of solutions is taken from each CDF under test. If the number Hs of solutions for each solver s  S has not been set to the same value H during the executions (e.g., because successive optimizations have been for each solver run until the redefined computation time limit has been reached), the number of solutions is taken as the minimum , and the best H solutions are considered for each solver, for the benefit of the solvers providing faster executions. If the solutions obtained from M solvers have to be compared, the number of solution points available is MH. These points are ordered in the ascending order all together, then the best H points are taken to construct the reference CDF. Fig. 6 summarizes the procedure by using three solvers {A, B, C} S and H = 100 points for each solver. The reference CDF for this case is denoted as , to identify the fact that it comes from a relative assessment.
There is a conceptual difference between the rationale used in the definition of the reference CDF for Case G and Case R. In Case G a fixed reference entry (the global optimum) is available, thereby the reference CDF is set up in a fixed way and the comparison between the actual CDF and the reference CDF is conducted in absolute terms. In Case R the entries of the reference CDF may vary depending on H and on the context in which the calculations are carried out (e.g., the computation time limit indicated above), so that the comparison between the actual CDF and the reference CDF is conducted in relative terms.
First-order stochastic dominance-based indicators
In this section, the first-order stochastic dominance concepts are adapted to the optimization outcomes, considering objective function minimization. 
 Area referring to the test CDF obtained with the solutions of the solver s  S in Case R, calculated with respect to the reference CDF when the global optimum is not known, considering the common partitioning of the vertical axis ( Fig. 7) :
The indicators are then defined under the general name OPISD (Optimization Performance Indicator based on Stochastic Dominance). In order to take into account the two cases described in Section 3.3, two versions of the indicator are formulated:
 OPISDG (global OPISD), to be applied when the global optimum of the objective function under analysis is known (Case G) by considering a number H of CDF values: (7)  OPISDR (relative OPISD), to be applied when the global optimum of the objective function under analysis is not known (Case R) [6] by considering a number H of CDF values:
The expression used for the definition of the indicators comes from the need to take into account cases in which an area could be null, as well as to work when the objective function may assume both positive and negative values, providing results in the interval (0,1) at all times.
In spite of their similar definition, the two indicators are kept separate because of a fundamental concept: the reference CDF for global OPISD never changes, being the global optimum, so that the values assumed by the indicator OPISDG for a given value of H can be assumed as an absolute reference that can be used to rank the results of different contributions prepared at different times.
Conversely, the reference CDF for relative OPISD generally changes each time a comparison among two or more solvers is carried out, so that the numerical results for OPISDR are only valid for the corresponding ranking obtained, and cannot be used in successive comparisons.
The test methods are then ranked on the basis of the relevant OPISD indicator from the most effective one (i.e., with the highest OPISD value) to the less effective one (with the lowest OPISD value).
The new OPISD indicators are a general-purpose metric that can be used to rank the performance of different optimization methods. It is particularly suitable to rank heuristic methods, for which many solutions may be available from multiple executions even with the same number of parameters, by just changing the seed for random number extractions. Applications of the proposed metric to a discrete optimization problem are illustrated in Section 4.
Further indicators
In addition to simple indicators such as the mean, the median and other probabilistic moments, further indicators can be defined by taking into account how many solutions are located on the reference CDF.
In this case, the different nature of Case G and Case R emerges again. In fact: 
Optimization Problem and Solution Methods
Stochastic dominance applications to power and energy systems
Stochastic dominance concepts have been used to represent the constraints in some problems in the power and energy systems area. The most typical application of stochastic dominance concepts refers to risk-aversion modelling in electricity trading and portfolio optimization. The second-order stochastic dominance constraint has been imposed in [54] to reduce the risk of low profit for an electricity retailer in deciding the contracts and selling prices to offer to potential customers, and in [55] for selfscheduling of large consumers. In [56] portfolio optimization is carried out by setting up a minimum tolerable CDF used as the reference; then, the CDF of the portfolio model is accepted if it exhibits second-order stochastic dominance over the reference CDF.
Furthermore, first-order stochastic dominance constraints have been applied in [57] to the expansion planning problem for optimizing the introduction of new generation capacity, and in [58] to the riskbased approach for energy trading in a virtual power plant. Energy scheduling in a residential system with renewable energy sources has been addressed in [59] by choosing the renewable energy distributions according with the first-order stochastic dominance principle.
Generally, the indicators OPISDG and OPISDR can be used to deal with various optimization
problems. An application of the first-order stochastic dominance to compare the CDFs of the solutions obtained from different heuristics has been presented by the authors in [6] , defining the OPISD indicator corresponding to what is called OPISDR in this paper. Without loss of generality, the results presented have been obtained on a classical optimization problem in the electricity distribution areathe distribution network reconfiguration with minimum losses. This problem is conceptually simple and can be easily understood by the readers with different backgrounds. At the same time, it is a discrete optimization problem for which it is possible (for relatively small networks) to calculate the global optimum and construct the reference CDF for Case G, while for large networks the combinatorial explosion of the number of solutions does not enable us determine the global optimum in a reasonable computation time, so that the definitions valid for Case R have to be applied. The solutions of the optimal distribution network reconfiguration for Case G and Case R are considered in this section.
Description of the DSR optimization problem
The Medium Voltage (MV) electricity distribution systems are structurally composed of a number of nodes interconnected by branches forming a weakly meshed structure. The network is typically operated with a radial configuration in order to simplify the protection schemes.
For a distribution system with N nodes, B total branches and S supply points, any radial configuration starting from the supply nodes without isolating any of the other nodes has  = B-N+S open branches. This condition is necessary to define the radial network, but it is not sufficient, because by cutting  branches at random it would be very likely to create loops in the network and isolate some nodes. Moreover, the total number of  radial configurations that can be obtained by starting from a given network structure is computable by using the Kirchhoff's tree matrix theorem [60] . However, this number of configurations could be so high that even the generation of these radial configurations (that is not straightforward and would need to apply a graph-search algorithm) could be practically intractable.
As an example, the real distribution network shown in [61] has N = 207 nodes, B = 213 branches and S = 1 supply point, resulting in  = 7 open branches for each radial network, and in  = 151,641,612 possible radial configurations. For larger networks the situation is even more extreme. For example, in the urban distribution network used in [62] with N = 535 nodes, B = 554 branches and S = 4 supply points, there are  = 23 open branches for each radial network, and the number of possible radial configurations is as high as  = 7.197·10 32 . With these numbers, it is clearly not practically feasible to determine the global optimum for this problem with certainty in a reasonable computation time. Thus, a number of deterministic and meta-heuristic methods have been proposed in the literature to calculate pseudo-optimal solutions with an acceptable computational burden. Reviewing the state of the art of these methods is outside the scope of this paper (some recent reviews may be found in [63] and in the introductory sections of [61] ), as the focus is set here on the metrics to compare the results obtained from different methods.
A further challenge of this problem is that the solutions have to satisfy a set of constraints. These constraints are of two types:
1. All configurations created in the solution process have to be radial. This aspect is addressed by applying the close-open branch-exchange mechanism [64] , in which each configuration change is applied by closing an open branch, detecting the closed loop formed in the network, then opening a branch in the loop to restore the radial structure.
2. Operational limits, referring to various aspects, such as maximum and minimum voltage magnitude limits at each node, maximum fault currents at each node, maximum current magnitude at each branch, and so forth [65] . This aspect is addressed by introducing specific penalty terms in the problem formulation, in such a way that a penalized objective function can be used to ensure that any radial configuration corresponding to a numerical solution (discarding only the configurations leading to lack of convergence of the power flow calculations) is represented among the configurations to be analyzed. This fact enables the use of solvers taken from meta-heuristics for which a temporary solution worsening may be acceptable (provided that a probability-based check is passed) in order to open the search space to reach more solutions.
For a given radial configuration X, belonging to the set X of the radial configurations for which the power flow calculations is solvable, the total network losses P TOT (X) are expressed in terms of the resistance Rb and current magnitude Ib of any branch b  , where is the set of network branches:
Considering the set of variables subject to constraint violation, the amount of violation and the penalty factor that assumes positive values only when the corresponding violation does exist for each , the penalized objective function is formulated as:
The optimization problem becomes (11) Since this paper is focused on the definition of the performance indicators, without loss of generality, the minimum losses problem addressed here is based on a single loading condition. More generally, with the current diffusion of distributed resources in the distribution systems, the minimum losses problem is formulated by taking into account the evolution in time of generation and demand patterns, assessing the losses on a given time interval, also with the possibility of determining an optimal set of network configurations for intra-day time periods [61] . The concepts introduced in this paper can be directly applied to the results of these more detailed problem formulations.
Solution methods
For the purpose of this paper, three solvers implemented according to specific meta-heuristics, namely, Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), have been selected. These solvers have been already widely used in the literature for distribution system optimal reconfiguration problems [63] . For each method, there is a set of parameters to be defined before its execution. In addition, these methods require random choices; thereby, to ensure repeatability of the results it is necessary to fix the seed for random number extraction to a given value s0. On another point of view, different solutions can be found even with the same set of parameters, just changing the seed for random number extraction. The seed for random number extraction is the entry point to access the sequence of random numbers implemented in the specific function to extract random numbers from a uniform probability distribution in (0,1), and cannot be considered as a parameter of the solver.
The same adaptive stop criterion is used for the three methods, concluding the execution when the objective function does not change for a predefined number Ns of successive iterations [65] . The other parameters to be set up for the three methods are recalled below.
The SA method [41] is In the GA method [66] , the information on the network configuration is coded in a string (called chromosome) containing B binary values (called genes) set to 0 for representing an open branch and to 1 for representing a closed branch. A population of CGA strings is formed and used in the GA solution.
The objective function is calculated for each string. The solution process is composed of a cycle, in which successive steps perform selection (with a user-defined criterion based on the fitness of each chromosome calculated by using its objective function), crossover (with crossover probability pc) and mutation (with mutation probability pm) until the stop criterion is satisfied.
In the PSO method [40] , the information is coded as in the GA. A population of CPSO particles is used. The solution process is composed of a cycle, in which the three terms forming the velocity of the particles (inertia, memory, and cooperation) are updated and the new string (corresponding to the particle position) is determined for each particle. The objective function is calculated for each string, updating the local best and the global best each time the corresponding solution is improved. According with [67] , the inertia weight w is progressively changed during the iterations from a maximum (initial) value winit to a minimum (final) value wfinal. A list of possible strategies for varying the inertia weight w is shown in [68] . In this paper, the strategy e1-PSO from [69] has been applied.
In summary, the sets of parameters considered are: 
Application Examples
Test network with known global optimum (Case G)
Let us consider a test network used in various literature contributions, with 70 nodes [70] . The characteristics of this network are summarized in Table 2 . The total number of radial configurations has been calculated, resulting in  = 407,924 configurations [61] .
By considering the initial network structure and loading provided in [71] , in the reference system 2 used the base voltage is set to the rated voltage, the base power is equal to 10 kVA, and the supply voltage is set to 1 per unit (p.u.).
The global optimum for this network and loading conditions has minimum total losses equal to 9.859 p.u.
Comparison among the solutions obtained from different solvers
For the execution of the solvers, Hs = 100 solutions are extracted from each solver, and H = 100
solutions are used to form the reference CDF. Furthermore, Ns = 20 is used in the stop criterion, and the seed for random number extraction is fixed (s0 = 1) for all executions to guarantee repeatability of the results. The parameters of the three solvers are set up in such a way to leave only one or a few parameters variable in a given range of values (Table 3) Note that the parameters used for this example have been chosen with the aim to show various solutions originated from the solvers and calculate the indicator resulting from these solutions.
There is no attempt to find the optimal set of parameters for each method. Fig. 8 shows the reference CDF and the test CDFs of the results obtained from the methods to be compared. Table 4 reports the performance indicators. The solutions provided by the SA and PSO methods cover 100% of the reference CDF, reaching the global optimum. This is a reasonable way to consider these methods as viable to be tested on large-scale cases. The example shown for the GA solutions suggests that the setting used for GA is inappropriate to be used, so this GA is not suggested to be used any further.
Large real network with unknown global optimum (Case R)
The 207-nodes real distribution network mentioned in Section 4.2 is used for the calculations. The characteristics of this network are summarized in Table 5 . The base power is 1 MVA, and the base voltage is equal to the rated voltage of the network (10.5 kV). The global optimum is unknown. The methods SA, GA and PSO have been tested with the same parameters indicated in Table 3 . The number of solutions extracted for each solver is Hs = H =100. Fig. 9 shows the reference CDF and the test CDFs of the results obtained from the methods to be compared. Table 6 reports the performance indicators. In the loading conditions considered, the solutions provided by the SA method are the best ones in the OPISD ranking, followed by the PSO and GA. Looking at Fig. 9 , it can be seen that the SA results are not uniformly located at the left-hand side of the CDFs referring to PSO and GA, but the SA solution with the higher objective function is worse than the PSO solution with the higher objective function. The use of the first-order stochastic dominance concepts provides the conceptually sound framework to execute the comparison among these solutions.
Comparison among the solutions obtained from different solvers
In the case studied, the PERC ranking provides the same results, with the performance of SA and PSO indicated as significantly better than the performance of the GA. However, the results shown in Table 6 indicate the PSO results to be closer to the ones of the GA rather than to the SA. This happens because the comparison is just based on the number (and percentage) of occurrences of the best solution, without taking into account the distribution of all the other solutions.
Variation of the solutions in SA for different seeds for random number extraction
As a further illustrative example, one of the solvers (SA) is taken, all its parameters are set up to given values, and only the initial seed for random number extraction is changed. In these conditions, the Fig. 10 shows the reference CDF and the test CDFs for the four cooling rate values, whereas Table 7 shows the corresponding performance indicators defined in the previous sections. The results confirm the better suitability of the cooling rate 0.95, while with the other cooling rate values the SA reaches the pseudo-optimal solution for a lower number of times and falls into worse solutions in most cases. As expected, OPISD ranks the CDFs from the one having the higher cooling rate to the one with the lower cooling rate.
Concluding Remarks
This paper has discussed a number of aspects concerning the comparison among different solvers for heuristic optimization. On the conceptual point of view, a perpetual motion scheme has been drawn to represent the process used for claiming that a new "best solver" has been found. From this scheme, it may be seen that the mechanism of creation and testing of new heuristics cannot be formally stopped.
However, the definition of comparison metrics more robust than simple but weak indicators (such as mean value, median, standard deviation, best value, worst value, as well as the PERC indicator shown in this paper) may help reduce the proposal of further solvers that do not exhibit a clearly superior performance with respect to other solvers used for the problem under analysis. Establishing a sound comparison requires the definition of a benchmark solver for each problem, whose outcomes may be expressed as the CDF containing a given number H of solutions. On these bases, the comparisons with the results obtained by other proposed solvers may be carried out by calculating the OPISD indicators corresponding to the benchmark solver and the proposed solvers, setting up the CDF of the solutions given by the top ranked solver as the (unchanged or new) benchmark.
On the practical point of view, improving the mechanism of comparison among the results of different solvers, combined with the identification of suitable benchmarks for each problem analyzed (to be carried out by a widely recognized task force in the power and energy system community), is then suggested as one of the possible ways to limit the proliferation of declarations that a new best solver has been found based on weak metrics to compare the solvers. An example is the use of the OPISDG indicator to carry out a pre-testing of a proposed heuristic on cases with known global optimum, to verify that 100% of the solutions are found, that is, OPISDG = 1, before using that heuristic for further studies. The examples shown in this paper have confirmed that some solvers that exhibit good properties on large networks have no problem in finding the global optimum in 100% of the executions on networks for which the global optimum is known.
In summary, the concepts presented in this paper, supported by the application cases, suggest the following remarks:
 In order to filter out the contributions based on poorly meaningful definitions of "better solution", the papers that show comparisons only based on the classical simple indicators do not provide effective advancements of the state of the art.
 Robust testing of the results obtained by the solver has to be carried out by using indicators with statistical meaning, such as the ones based on the first order stochastic dominance presented in this paper.
 For a problem with known global optimum, if the solver used (i.e., the solution method with its parameter settings) generates the globally optimal solution in less than 100% of the executions, this solver could be deemed as inadequate to be used on the same problem for systems with larger size.
Likewise, contributions presenting only the testing of a heuristic algorithm on a problem with known global optimum have an excessively limited scope and do not provide sufficient insights on the viability of application of the heuristic.
 For a problem with unknown global optimum, the ranking of the solutions by using OPISD may be useful to compare different solvers, or the same solver with different parameters, trying to create a solid benchmark. However, it has to be noted that, in heuristic methods depending on random extractions, even the change of the seed for random number extractions generates different outcomes. As such, the results obtained on any benchmark that may be constructed cannot be considered as an absolute reference. Fig. 10 . Reference CDF and test CDFs for the three methods (207-node network, SA with different cooling rate  and 120 executions for each cooling rate with different initial seed for random number extraction).
